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ReReReRe----recordable aids recordable aids recordable aids recordable aids (and more)(and more)(and more)(and more)    for any language, incl ESLfor any language, incl ESLfor any language, incl ESLfor any language, incl ESL    00007777/14/14/14/14    
 

These incredible new products can be used in the classroom to assist learning in countless ways. 
They work similar to a dictaphone to record 10 to 30 seconds, 4 minutes to 4 hours of audio (varies 
from product to product) at each time. The audio can then accompany messages written on the ‘write 
on wipe off’ surface in white board marker pens, which can be wiped clean as easily as the recordable 
message. They encourage student to enjoy speaking & listening activities.  
In the Language. Early Education or Special Ed classroom these products comes into their own by 
establishing links between the written word & its pronunciation. They are suitable for any age, 
language, or level. 
 

Talk Tracker (Assessment tool for teachers) $175.00Talk Tracker (Assessment tool for teachers) $175.00Talk Tracker (Assessment tool for teachers) $175.00Talk Tracker (Assessment tool for teachers) $175.00    
The Talk Tracker is a wireless device which records up to 4 hours of direct speech. It is small and light 
and easy to use. Files are stored as MP3 or WAV, which are then easily transferred to your computer 
via USB. Use the Talk Tracker to keep track of how students are progressing with their discussions. 
Simple to use, this great resource can be placed within a group of children in 
order to record their conversations. With no other way to assess children's 
speech 
Other than physically being with the children, this tool is a great classroom 
resource, to free up the teacher and also capture children talking more naturally. 
-Playback on the device or simply download via USB. 
- Inbuilt lithium battery charged through USB. 
- Record up to 4 hours of sound.  
- Use in role play, debate or for L.O.T.E. to listen to the language children are using. 

    
Story Sequencer Story Sequencer Story Sequencer Story Sequencer $66.00$66.00$66.00$66.00    
Create talking stories, class timetables or questions and answer games on this 
recordable bar. This multi functional learning tool is simple to use. Students or 
teachers can slot in up to six of their own images or words and then record a 
corresponding 10 second message per slot, and then just press to play back! Ideal for 
hanging on the wall and perfect for sequencing activities eg : the events of the story. 
Great for special ed students to use as a visual timetable to organise their day. Bar 
size: 11.5 x 56cm. Insert size: 7 x 8cm. 

    
Digital Video Memo Magnet $129.95Digital Video Memo Magnet $129.95Digital Video Memo Magnet $129.95Digital Video Memo Magnet $129.95    Sale Price $99.00Sale Price $99.00Sale Price $99.00Sale Price $99.00    
Introducing our New Visual recorder. This fantastic device lets you record up to a 30 
second video message and plays it back on the 1.5" LCD screen. The message is then 
stored on the recorder until you want to change it. It couldn't be simpler - 
look into the camera, press record and you've got thirty seconds to 
record your message! 

    
Recordable Pegs Recordable Pegs Recordable Pegs Recordable Pegs set of 6 Pegs. set of 6 Pegs. set of 6 Pegs. set of 6 Pegs.                     $99.00 $99.00 $99.00 $99.00     
Simply press the button and record a 10 second message. Use for: 



�  talking number lines and timelines 
�  Clip next to pieces of work to hear a description 
�  Make a talking display 
�  Place near an activity so that students can follow instructions 
�  Take outside and use on fences, washing lines – any where. 
�  Go on treasure hunts, listening to the clues each time you find a new peg. 

Because the peg can clip to a variety of surfaces, or attach magnetically, it lends itself to all kinds of 
learning opportunities. Set includes 6 recordable pegs in 6 bright colours with replaceable batteries. 
Size approx 10cm. 
 
Talking Butterflies Talking Butterflies Talking Butterflies Talking Butterflies     $94.50 set of 6$94.50 set of 6$94.50 set of 6$94.50 set of 6    
A wonderfully versatile set of recording devices, these are fantastic as talking butterflies but can be 
transformed into a range of winged creatures – even a plane!  This clever resource has a clip which 
can be screwed in place in order to secure the various wings. Why not make a dragon, a bat, a fairy 
etc? They are easily clipped to washing lines, fences and displays. Imagine a talking cave surrounded 

by mysterious 'flying' creatures. The clip also has a magnetized back so they can be attached to metal 

surfaces. The recording device is easy to use. Just press the touch sensitive 

points, record and play. It will allow up to 500 playbacks, (depending on volume 

and length).  

So why not do a unit on science and environment – or even science fiction! 
Included: 6 green peg bases, 6 interchangeable wings (blue, gold,red,green, plum, 

silver), 3 x LR44 or A913s batteries. Size of butterflies: H12cm 

    
TuffTuffTuffTuff----Cam Child Friendly DigiCam Child Friendly DigiCam Child Friendly DigiCam Child Friendly Digital Cam $99.00tal Cam $99.00tal Cam $99.00tal Cam $99.00    Sale price $Sale price $Sale price $Sale price $79797979.00.00.00.00    
Ultra simple, purposely designed, child friendly 3 MP digital 
movies/ still camera: 

� Up to 3.1 mega-pixels resolution  (2048 x 1536) 
� 64MB64MB64MB64MB internal memory which can be expanded via the SD card slot 
� 1.5" high quality TFT screen 
� Built in flash and self-timer 
� Audio and video recording andandandand playback 
� Rugged rubber casing - very durable and hard wearing 

� Docking station for simple PC connection and tripod mount 
� Simple trigger for taking pictures 
� SD card slot for expansion, which can be upgraded to 1GB or more 
� Download files to either PC or Apple Mac computers 

Fully compatible with Windows 2000, ME and XP. Can be used with Win 7 and Mac 
when connected as an MSD (Mass Storage Device) 
    
Chatterblock $Chatterblock $Chatterblock $Chatterblock $74.9574.9574.9574.95    Dim: 15 x 15 x 15cmDim: 15 x 15 x 15cmDim: 15 x 15 x 15cmDim: 15 x 15 x 15cm 
Simply roll the ball on the floor or table to hear the message you have recorded on 
the side that finishes uppermost. Great for creating stories, sequencing, sound 
effects &even as a talking dice. There are 6 recordable sides, each with a clear 
pocket to add your own pictures or words. Simply record a different message into each side & activate 
by either pressing the play button or rolling the ball. Ideal for special needs students. Each side 
records up to 10 seconds, requires 3 x AA batteries not included 
    

Attention Attention Attention Attention Tracker $89.95Tracker $89.95Tracker $89.95Tracker $89.95    
Create timed tasks and manage students in a non-intrusive manner with the Attention 
Tracker. It can be used with all students who may have attention issues. Teachers or 
students can set the task time, 5, 10 or 20 minutes, the red, amber and green lights 
will indicate how far through the task you are. Reward or reprimand by adding or 
taking away time using the remote control. The Attention Tracker can also be used in 

counter mode where points are awarded for good behaviour. 
Requires 3 x AA batteries & the remote control requires 2 x AAA batteries. Size H11 x W12 x D12cm. 
    
    



Sound Shuffle $45.00Sound Shuffle $45.00Sound Shuffle $45.00Sound Shuffle $45.00    
Sound Shuffle is a brand new device for creating stories, sequencing and sound 
effects. Simply enter multiple recordings up to a 4 minutes total time, and these will 
play back in random for you to piece together your original pattern. Ideal for 
'jabberwocky' style stories. It features two playback modes: sequential and random. 
Wall mountable. one headphone socket for individual work. Requires 3 x AAA 
batteries. Size8.5 x 8.5 x 2.5 cm 
    

Big Point $99.50 pack of 6Big Point $99.50 pack of 6Big Point $99.50 pack of 6Big Point $99.50 pack of 6    
Ideal for speaking and listening records and plays back 30 seconds of sound. With 
a removable clear top you can create pictures, symbols, number s, or letters to 
match your recording. The large size is ideal for students with visual or motor skill 
impairments. Encourages speaking and listening Ideal for cross-curricular work. 
Record part of a story and then add a picture or word underneath the clear 
perspex lid, then ask the students to sequence them. Record sound effects and 
play back during storytelling use for colour coded question and answer games 

Available in 6 vibrant colours. Requires 3 x AAA batteries, not included. Size 8.5 x 8.5 x 2.5cm 
    
TalkingTalkingTalkingTalking----Points $16.95 eachPoints $16.95 eachPoints $16.95 eachPoints $16.95 each    
This exciting resource records and plays back 10 seconds of sound. 
Why not use it for talking displays, colour coded question and answer games or taking 
messages. Available in 5 vibrant colours 
Has a loud and very clear sound output. 
Build confidence in reluctant talkers 

�  Attach to a wall to make talking displays 
�  Use to record clues for treasure hunts 
�  Ideal for sending messages with students to other staff or sending home. 

 

Talking Photo Album A3 $94.95 / A4 $89.95 /A5 $64.95Talking Photo Album A3 $94.95 / A4 $89.95 /A5 $64.95Talking Photo Album A3 $94.95 / A4 $89.95 /A5 $64.95Talking Photo Album A3 $94.95 / A4 $89.95 /A5 $64.95    
Simply insert your own pictures, cards, worksheets drawings, or photographs into the 
plastic wallets & record up to a 10 second message on every page to support the image / 
text. The accompanying audio messages can be recorded to be read aloud to the student 
while they go through the album. Each individual voice message can be played back at 
any time, simply with a push of a button. Is ideal for any classroom, & can: 

� Create talking time tables,  
� Make big books 
� Stories or for additional 

learning support, 

� Photo sequences 
� Presentations, 
� Revealing pictures 
� Word-recognition

    
Talking Mystery Boxes $Talking Mystery Boxes $Talking Mystery Boxes $Talking Mystery Boxes $79.95 79.95 79.95 79.95 Comes in pack of 6 colours.    
These fantastic Rainbow Talking Boxes let you record your own 10 second 
message into each box which then plays when opened. All boxes have wipe clean 
surfaces, suitable for use with dry wife marker pens and have magnetic catches 
to stop the lid getting damaged. They made from heavy gauge card.  
To record a message, press the “Rec” button and speak clearly into the 
microphone (located under the lid). To play back the recorded message, press 
the “Play” button. 
 
Some ideas for using the recordable boxes: 

• Number Boxes – Place numerals in the box and then sequence into a number line. 
• Open Ended Discussions – Provide reasons to Talk (ECAT) place items inside such as a tiny 

dragon, an egg, a star, an alien and discuss ‘where it is from’ and ‘what type of material it is 
made from’. 

• Materials – Place different type of materials in the box and record or write a clue to what it is 
inside the box such as ‘I’m shiny and cutlery is made of this’. 

• Photographs – Who am I – place photographs inside the box such as a photo of the school cook 
and write a message on th front saying ‘I cook your school meal’ or place a photo of the play 
ground assistant and write a message saying ‘I help at lunchtimes’. You may also want to add 
an extra description if you have a Talking Mystery Box as well as writing a message on the 



front you can also record a message (play button located on the front on the box) such as I 
have long red hair or I am in class 4, 

• Primary Languages – Adapt the games to different languages for example for a dog record 
‘Chien’ and then ask the children what’s inside and then place a plastic dog inside. 

• Letters – What do I begin with – either record or write on a message saying ‘I am a cat’ and 
place inside the letter ‘C’. 

• Money – Place some coins inside the box and write a message on the front of the box how 
much is inside? 

• Encourage students to record their own messages using words to describe the contents of the 
box 

Easy Speak Microphone $99.00 (seEasy Speak Microphone $99.00 (seEasy Speak Microphone $99.00 (seEasy Speak Microphone $99.00 (see Sound Station below)e Sound Station below)e Sound Station below)e Sound Station below)    
With the Easi-Speak MP3 recorder / player you can record voices, sounds or music on 
the move. Attractively designed as a microphone students can be the roving reporter 
or singing star, without being attached to a PC. 

� Easi-Speak lets you record directly into the microphone 
� 128MB built in memory that can record up to 4 h ours (high quality sound) 
� Downloaded files are WAV or MP3 format 

� Audacity Music Editing Software is provided as file on the Easi Speak 
� Built in battery charged through USB 
� Playback remotely or download your files straight to your PC through the attached USB 

    
Sound Station $115.00 (see Microphone above)Sound Station $115.00 (see Microphone above)Sound Station $115.00 (see Microphone above)Sound Station $115.00 (see Microphone above)        
This great audio device lets you connect via the Easi-Speak headphone socket 
and play back your contents to a group or classroom. 

� 6 Headphone sockets turn this into a ‘listening post’ 
� Built in rechargeable battery 
� Portable and wireless 
� When fully charged battery will last for 2 hours 
� Integrated volume control and red LED power indicator Is fully rechargeable and portable with 

its integrated handle and is ideal for outdoor use. Easy Speak not included 
    
EasiEasiEasiEasi----Speak Pro $109.95Speak Pro $109.95Speak Pro $109.95Speak Pro $109.95    
Designed in a modern metallic silver casing, the Easi-Speak Pro will appeal to children aged 9 and up 
The features of Easi-Speak Pro are: 
* The single touch record, simple playback (WAV or MP3)   * Dual headphone sockets  
* Integrated USB and rechargeable lithium battery  * Belt clip to attach to clothing 
* LCD screen with a fully integrated menu system, showing the track 
number playing, battery life, memory status and recording format  
Easi-Speak ProTechnical Specification: 
* 128MB Memory    * Rechargeable  
* Record WAV or MP3 files   * LCD screen to navigate tracks  
* Dual headphone socket 
    
Interactive wall $Interactive wall $Interactive wall $Interactive wall $66.00 NEW NEW NEW!66.00 NEW NEW NEW!66.00 NEW NEW NEW!66.00 NEW NEW NEW!    
The interactive wall is the perfect cross- curricular classroom resource. Place cards, objects or 
drawings inside the pockets, then record a 10 second message relating to the object in the pocket. 
You could ask a question about what is in the pocket, answer a question in the pocket 
or leave a 
description. Either way this resource is easy to use for both children and teachers. 
The recordings are made by simply pressing the green button by the pocket and 
recording into the black box at the top, a simple switch moving from record to play, 
will then enable you to play back the message by 
pressing the green button again. You can record over and over with as many 
questions as you like. Each pocket has a 10 second recording capability. Some ideas 



for use; Maths sums, Identifying Shapes, Alphabet, Storyboards, Visual Timetable, Subject Quizzes, 
Timelines, Emotions Chart, Class Rules, Star of the Week, Nursery Rhymes , musical instruments, 
Famous people and so  much more. Size: 65 (L) x 53 (W)cm  
 
 

 

Recordable CardsRecordable CardsRecordable CardsRecordable Cards    
 
Recordable Postcards Recordable Postcards Recordable Postcards Recordable Postcards A4 $19.95 /A3 $27.95    
Messages can be recorded on to the card on the voice recording chip & then pictures 
or messages can be written on with dry-wipe pens to accompany the audio message. 

Great for introducing a new topic. 
 
4 Button Recordable Card $26.954 Button Recordable Card $26.954 Button Recordable Card $26.954 Button Recordable Card $26.95    
A4 recordable card with 4 separate recording buttons, ideal to use for helping with 
phonics, numbers or sequencing. Each button can record for up to 10 seconds and 
each message is played back through an individual playback button. Write on wipe 
off.  
 

Recordable Speech Bubble $24.95Recordable Speech Bubble $24.95Recordable Speech Bubble $24.95Recordable Speech Bubble $24.95    
Student will love putting words into someone else's mouth or imagining what their 
favourite character might be saying. This aid: 

� Forms the focus of listening & speaking activities in the classroom in any 
language, 

� Can be used in displays 
� Attaches to pictures & wall displays. 
� Encourages student to practice their writing skills & record messages. 
� Shows a photo of your display & records some information about it 
� Either the student or the teacher can write & record a message, interesting 

fact or quote on to the speech bubble. 
� Is designed to be used with the Thought Cloud below. 

 
Recordable Thought Cloud A4 $24.95Recordable Thought Cloud A4 $24.95Recordable Thought Cloud A4 $24.95Recordable Thought Cloud A4 $24.95    
Encourage student to practice their writing skills & record messages. Students love putting words 
into someone else's mouth or imagining what their favourite character is thinking, as opposed to 
what he is saying. Records up to 10 seconds. Write on wipe off surface. 
    
Recordable Story Mountain $27.95Recordable Story Mountain $27.95Recordable Story Mountain $27.95Recordable Story Mountain $27.95    
Featuring 5 recordable buttons, the students can now record a 10 second message to support the 
main five aspects of story writing - opening, build up, problem, resolution, and ending. 

� As the postcards are also wipeable, annotations can be made. 
� A great way to practice verbal storytelling & help students put their thoughts in order when 

story writing. 
Developed with Pie Corbett*, our very popular Story Mountain is now 

available as a recordable A4 wipeable postcard. Featuring 5 recordable 

buttons, the students can now record a 10 second message to support 

the main five aspects of  narrative story writing - opening, build up, 

problem, resolution, and ending. 

Please note the battery is not replaceable but should give you 
approximately 500 plays in normal conditions. 
*Pie Corbett*Pie Corbett*Pie Corbett*Pie Corbett is an English educational writer and a poet who has written well over two hundred books. He is well known for promoting 
creative approaches in the classroom and has had a great deal of experience as a teacher,head teacher and Ofsted inspector. He regularly 
lectures on education all around the United Kingdom. Due to his efforts, the UK government consult with him as an educational advisor. 

    
    



Recordable Postcard A6 (30 seconds) $29.95Recordable Postcard A6 (30 seconds) $29.95Recordable Postcard A6 (30 seconds) $29.95Recordable Postcard A6 (30 seconds) $29.95    
These postcards contain a voice recording chip - simple record and play operation. Now available in 
30 second cards! Display your own pictures on the postcard or write on the dry wipe surface. A great 
way to encourage students with their speaking and listening skills. The record button can be hidden if 
required. Simply take a photo of your display or model and record some information about it! 
 

    
 

BeeBeeBeeBee----Bot and Bot and Bot and Bot and BeeBeeBeeBee----Bot Bot Bot Bot MatsMatsMatsMats    
    
Bee Bot $97.00 Bee Bot $97.00 Bee Bot $97.00 Bee Bot $97.00     
Cute, programmable floor bee – coloured robot, the Bee-Bot's simple and friendly layout 

is a perfect starting point for teaching control, directional language, programming as, well as any 
language.  
 
Bee bot walks on the following mats: 

• House mat $60.00,House mat $60.00,House mat $60.00,House mat $60.00,    
• Shapes/Colour/Size Shapes/Colour/Size Shapes/Colour/Size Shapes/Colour/Size 

mat $45.00mat $45.00mat $45.00mat $45.00    
• Busy Street mat Busy Street mat Busy Street mat Busy Street mat 

$60.00$60.00$60.00$60.00    
• Snakes and Ladders Snakes and Ladders Snakes and Ladders Snakes and Ladders 

Mat (inc large dice) Mat (inc large dice) Mat (inc large dice) Mat (inc large dice) 
$88.$88.$88.$88.00,00,00,00,    

• Alphabet mat $77.00 Alphabet mat $77.00 Alphabet mat $77.00 Alphabet mat $77.00 
andandandand    

• Transparent Grid Transparent Grid Transparent Grid Transparent Grid 
$44.00.$44.00.$44.00.$44.00.    

• Send BeeSend BeeSend BeeSend Bee----Bot on an Bot on an Bot on an Bot on an 
adventure:adventure:adventure:adventure:    

• Around Australia Around Australia Around Australia Around Australia 
map mat $49.00 map mat $49.00 map mat $49.00 map mat $49.00     

• Australian Coins and notes NEW NEW NEW Australian Coins and notes NEW NEW NEW Australian Coins and notes NEW NEW NEW Australian Coins and notes NEW NEW NEW $49.00$49.00$49.00$49.00    
• Let’ s go with Bee Bot book $49.95Let’ s go with Bee Bot book $49.95Let’ s go with Bee Bot book $49.95Let’ s go with Bee Bot book $49.95    

    

TTTTalk Balls alk Balls alk Balls alk Balls (Pictorial, suitable for any age/language)(Pictorial, suitable for any age/language)(Pictorial, suitable for any age/language)(Pictorial, suitable for any age/language)    
Ideal as a starter activity. More fun than flashcards! Simply throw or pass the inflatable ball around the class & 

ask the student to respond with the correct word which is under their left thumb. So simple yet so 

versatile. Can be used time & time again. Higher level students should give longer responses.  

Animals Talk Ball $19.95Animals Talk Ball $19.95Animals Talk Ball $19.95Animals Talk Ball $19.95    

This ball features a variety of different animal illustrations    

Body Parts Talk Ball $19.95 Body Parts Talk Ball $19.95 Body Parts Talk Ball $19.95 Body Parts Talk Ball $19.95     

Simply throw the inflatable ball around the class & ask the student to respond with the 

different body parts.        

Classroom Objects Talk BallClassroom Objects Talk BallClassroom Objects Talk BallClassroom Objects Talk Ball    $19.95$19.95$19.95$19.95     

A fun way to practise classroom language. Features 16 typical classroom objects. 

Clothes Talk Ball $19.95Clothes Talk Ball $19.95Clothes Talk Ball $19.95Clothes Talk Ball $19.95    

An excellent resource for practising the vocabulary of clothes. Revise colours also. 

Food & Drink Talk Ball $19.95Food & Drink Talk Ball $19.95Food & Drink Talk Ball $19.95Food & Drink Talk Ball $19.95    

Includes 24 full colour illustrations representing 24 popular types of food & drink. Can also be used 

for promoting discussions on healthy eating. 

Fruit & Vegetables Talk Ball $19.95Fruit & Vegetables Talk Ball $19.95Fruit & Vegetables Talk Ball $19.95Fruit & Vegetables Talk Ball $19.95    



A fun resource for practising different types of fruit & vegetables. Features 22 different illustrations. Try using 

the game ‘My grandmother went to market.... 

Number Fun Ball $19.95Number Fun Ball $19.95Number Fun Ball $19.95Number Fun Ball $19.95    

An active way of learning number recognition. Throw the ball from where your hand lies shout out the number 

or the number after, before etc, etc. Use two hands & add, subtract etc... 

Talk Ball Shapes $19.95  Talk Ball Shapes $19.95  Talk Ball Shapes $19.95  Talk Ball Shapes $19.95      

Develop language  around big bold coloured shapes.    

TTTTransport Transport Transport Transport Talk Ballalk Ballalk Ballalk Ball    $19.95 $19.95 $19.95 $19.95     

Great for reinforcing transport vocabulary in any languages 

Weather Talk Ball $19.95Weather Talk Ball $19.95Weather Talk Ball $19.95Weather Talk Ball $19.95    

A lot more fun than flashcards! This ball features a variety of different weather conditions as. 

    

Talk Balls Talk Balls Talk Balls Talk Balls (contain(contain(contain(containssss    text. Suitable for ESL)text. Suitable for ESL)text. Suitable for ESL)text. Suitable for ESL) 
High Frequency words Talk Ball 1 (orange) $19.95 (for low levels)High Frequency words Talk Ball 1 (orange) $19.95 (for low levels)High Frequency words Talk Ball 1 (orange) $19.95 (for low levels)High Frequency words Talk Ball 1 (orange) $19.95 (for low levels)    

High Frequency words Talk Ball 2 (red) $19.95 (for low levels)High Frequency words Talk Ball 2 (red) $19.95 (for low levels)High Frequency words Talk Ball 2 (red) $19.95 (for low levels)High Frequency words Talk Ball 2 (red) $19.95 (for low levels)    

Teach & practice basic vocabulary such as here, Mrs., time, as back, in, & more. 
Families and Friends Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95Families and Friends Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95Families and Friends Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95Families and Friends Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95    

Wishes and Feelings Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95Wishes and Feelings Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95Wishes and Feelings Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95Wishes and Feelings Discussion Balls (for intermediate level) $29.95    
These two lovely 'icebreakers' above have 85 open ended statement starters have been 

developed to add a bit of buoyancy to speaking, listening and social situations.  

Number Talk balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s GuideNumber Talk balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s GuideNumber Talk balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s GuideNumber Talk balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s Guide $24.95 $24.95 $24.95 $24.95 Contains    
- 2 x 10" diameter (approx 25cm) balls 
- One ball with numbers 0-30/ one ball with numbers and number words 0-30  

Use the number beach balls to: 
- Reinforce number recognition skills - demonstrate number and number word connections 
- Design interactive number lessons 

Alphabet Talk Balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s Guide $24.95 Alphabet Talk Balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s Guide $24.95 Alphabet Talk Balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s Guide $24.95 Alphabet Talk Balls Twin Pack/Teacher’s Guide $24.95 Contains 
- 2x 10" (approx 25cm) diameter balls 
- One ball with upper and lowercase letters - one ball with upper and lowercase letters 
with initial sound images 
Use the alphabet beach balls to: 
- Reinforce letter recognition skills - demonstrate initial letter and sound connections 
- Design interactive alphabet lessons    

    

    

Foam ProductsFoam ProductsFoam ProductsFoam Products    

    
Giant Pocket Dice (Single) $19.95 OR Giant Pocket Dice (Single) $19.95 OR Giant Pocket Dice (Single) $19.95 OR Giant Pocket Dice (Single) $19.95 OR Pocket Dice Set of 2 (6cmx6x6) $22.00 Pocket Dice Set of 2 (6cmx6x6) $22.00 Pocket Dice Set of 2 (6cmx6x6) $22.00 Pocket Dice Set of 2 (6cmx6x6) $22.00     

    

    

Foam dice, with a transparent pocket on each side so you can make any dice you wish.  

Think about using question words instead of numbers one for colours and one for clothes. Put infinitives in one, 

and pronouns in the other. If you use 3, Put infinitives in one, pronouns in the second, and a time marker in the 

third eg yesterday, last week, tomorrow. 

    

DominoesDominoesDominoesDominoes        28 Foam Dominoes    $17.95$17.95$17.95$17.95    
Soft and quiet, washable, resealable bag 

Double-six dominoes. Each measures approximately 1-7/8” x 1”Includes instruction for playing a traditional 

game of dominoes 

    



Other aids:Other aids:Other aids:Other aids:    
    
Pocket Chart Original Plus Blue 1.32m x 864mmPocket Chart Original Plus Blue 1.32m x 864mmPocket Chart Original Plus Blue 1.32m x 864mmPocket Chart Original Plus Blue 1.32m x 864mm    NEW NEW NEWNEW NEW NEWNEW NEW NEWNEW NEW NEW    
 

Convenient storage and organization is always a plus 

• Includes 10 pockets on the front plus 5 clear sentence strips 
• Card storage pockets on the back.  
• Measures approximately 1.32m x 864mm. 
• Durable construction with sturdy grommets for easy hanging. 
• Flame-retardant 

    
Euro (Large notes Euro (Large notes Euro (Large notes Euro (Large notes and coins with Photocopiable sheets) $36.95and coins with Photocopiable sheets) $36.95and coins with Photocopiable sheets) $36.95and coins with Photocopiable sheets) $36.95    
These Euro coins and notes provide an excellent ‘topic’ resource for ‘shopping abroad’ 
and certainly make another excellent way of teaching Place Value and Money! Set 
includes 5 sets of each of the 8 coins and five extra Euros and five of each of the 100 and 
10 euro notes. Photocopiable masters contain: 

€ Teachers notes 
€ Cut out different copies of Euro coins and Euro notes 
    
Fruit Jar 15 piecesFruit Jar 15 piecesFruit Jar 15 piecesFruit Jar 15 pieces    $39.95$39.95$39.95$39.95    
Realistic representation of a wide variety of food stuff related to fruit, vegetables, fast 
food, etc. Made in resistant plastic with a quality finish, giving them a lifelike look. 
Semi-flexible plastic. 
 

Hand Pointer  Hand Pointer  Hand Pointer  Hand Pointer  $13.95 (62cm) 

Use these crazy pointers with the pointing hand to play: 

• Point to a card – a child from Team A is chosen to come out the front and uses the pointer 
to select a card from a series of pictures/words based on what the teacher (or another 
student) says. Teacher then speeds up and speeds up the activity until the student makes a 
mistake and then the pointer is given to someone from Team B. Points are scored along the 
way. Team with the most points wins. 

• Weather Forecast - use the pointer to pretend to be a weather forecaster. Using a map put 
pictures of different weather types up on the map eg windy and the student will ‘forecast’ it 
to the class. Change the cards and ask another student to ‘forecast’. 

• Classification – attach several pictures to the whiteboard and ask the student to point to 
eg, the toys, the food, the classroom objects etc.  Could be done with a team as in ‘Point to 
the Card’ 

    

Bleeperz Bleeperz Bleeperz Bleeperz $14.95 ea   6 different sounds 
Are you a fan of QI? Run your own class quizzes on the topic of the day, or for revision using 

these zany Bleeperz, each with a different noise. The Bleeperz are not loud enough to 

disturb anyone in the next room, yet not too soft (if the children are listening).  

 

Magnetic Time Activity SetMagnetic Time Activity SetMagnetic Time Activity SetMagnetic Time Activity Set    $55.00$55.00$55.00$55.00 
This Magnetic Time Activity Set is an ideal tool for any classroom. The durable, 
plastic clock hands are geared to help students understand the relationship between hours and 
minutes. The clock hands and numbers can be used for demonstration on any magnetic surface such 
as whiteboards or 
chalkboards. The large size allows for easy viewing from anywhere in the 
classroom.  
Build a giant demo clock on the whiteboard so the whole class can see!  
* Durable plastic clock hands move in accurate increments for hands-on 



reinforcement 
* Supports differentiation and assessment as you and your students 
remove and replace magnetic foam numbers  
* Minute hand measures 2.5"L x 11"H; numbers approximately 4"H 
    

 

Anybook Reader 
Do you have language books in your classroom or library collecting dust which your students 
should be reading but, as they can’t hear the pronunciation of the words, they don’t know 

how to say them? Then this device is for you! 

Suitable for any age, any language or any activity! 
Suitable for first or second language acquisition for any age student, the Anybook Reader is an amazing 

new device that allows you to read to a student without your even being there! Shaped like a fat pen or 

pencil which houses a recording device with mini speaker playback capabilities, it runs on 2 AAA 

batteries and records up to 15 hours of audio - enough for a favourite book, enough for 50 books!  

Is it easy to use? VERY!   

Here are the basics: 

Step 1:Step 1:Step 1:Step 1:  The first step includes picking a book and placing one of the included AnyBook stickers on each 

of the pages.  Each sticker uses a unique code which allows you to associate different recordings with 

every page of your book.  Don't worry, these stickers use special glue that won’t damage your book so you can 

remove the stickers at any time. You cannot record on the pre-recorded stickers  but the blank stickers may be 

erased and re-recorded so that you can continue to update and use them. 

Step 2:Step 2:Step 2:Step 2:  You then activate the sticker by touching it with the AnyBook reader device. 

Step 3:Step 3:Step 3:Step 3:  Next, you enter record mode and record that page. 

Repeat Steps 2 & 3 for the remainder of the book.  

Step 4:Step 4:Step 4:Step 4:  Done!  Allow your students to use the AnyBook Reader to hear the recorded book. 

The Anybook Reader can be applied very easily to the other areas of the classroom. Students can progress 

independently with aural exercises without following the rest of the class, or indeed groups of students can 

work together using the device. The Anybook Reader encourages independent learning that a teacher can 

oversee by preparing the audio content in advance. The advantages for a student’s language & pronunciation 

skills after using this device are endless. What about talking dioramas? 

Each Any book reader already comes with 200 stickers - some have pre-recorded sound effects such as sirens, 

telephones ringing etc but if that is too childish in your situation don’t use those! The beauty of this 

device is that it is suitable for anyone!! - but additional packs of stickers are also available 
separately so that you can use the Anybook Reader again and again.  

Need some suggestions? 

In the classroom: 

• One of our ESL teacher customers has bought one for each year level and intends to send the Reader 
home with the students to encourage them to ‘read’ at home. His thoughts are that not only the students 
but also their ESL parents could benefit  from this activity. 

• Why limit yourself to books? The Anybook reader can just as easily be used with posters, with reading 
cards, with anything!! Record the question, and then have another sticker to record the answer? Makes 
all workall workall workall work  self-correcting, and time saving as well! 

• If you like, you could have several readings of the same story at several speeds or in different 
languages, all recorded easily and economically.  

• This is a great tool for speech therapy and to use with a student with learning and/or language delays. 
• Because students with language issues often have a component of auditory comprehension problems, 

books are a good way to teach language because they offer visual reinforcement as well as auditory 
input. The AnyBook reader allows you to modify a book to pare down the language or focus on a 



concept and then gives the student the independence to "read" that book on their own. This can be very 
motivating for a student who is working on their language comprehension skills.     

In the home::::    

• Use it at home. If you are a mother of more than one, it makes it possible for ‘Mummy’ to be reading two 
different stories at once (you and the pen!)  It also makes it possible for a Daddy gone on a business trip 
to still be involved with story time too.  When children's grandparents travel  they can each record 
stories for bedtime as well.  What fun!  

• Or what about using this reader with children who share their time between two different parents at two 
different homes or for a child who's parent is in the military? 

• And why not use the device for your scrapbooks, baby books, yearbooks, & photo albums.  Record your 
memories to go along with the different photos and mementos. How good it that! 
 

15 hour Unit $75.00. 800 Replacement Stickers $29.95. What a bargain for what you can do! 

Books:Books:Books:Books:    
Suitable for any language Suitable for any language Suitable for any language Suitable for any language orororor    ESL or bothESL or bothESL or bothESL or both    

    

100+ Fun Ideas for Practising Modern Foreign Languages in the Primary Classroom  (120 pgs)  $3100+ Fun Ideas for Practising Modern Foreign Languages in the Primary Classroom  (120 pgs)  $3100+ Fun Ideas for Practising Modern Foreign Languages in the Primary Classroom  (120 pgs)  $3100+ Fun Ideas for Practising Modern Foreign Languages in the Primary Classroom  (120 pgs)  $39999.96.96.96.96    

100+ Fun Ideas for Practising Modern Foreign Languages in the Primary Classroom contains 137 fun activities 
for developing oracy and literacy skills. The tried and tested activities can be used to with almost any language. 

The inherent rationale behind each activity is that it is  

• enjoyable, 

• interactive and  

• allows for as many children as possible at one time to communicate.  

With activities ranging from  

• 'Clap if true'  
• 'Draw a monster'  
• 'Find Mr X' and  
• 'Puppet mind reading',  

even if you have been teaching for years, this book is guaranteed to contain many suggestions for activities you 

haven’t thought of! 

More Fun Ideas for Advancing Modern FoMore Fun Ideas for Advancing Modern FoMore Fun Ideas for Advancing Modern FoMore Fun Ideas for Advancing Modern Foreign Languages in Primary (80 pgs)  $3reign Languages in Primary (80 pgs)  $3reign Languages in Primary (80 pgs)  $3reign Languages in Primary (80 pgs)  $39999.96.96.96.96    

More Fun ideas for Advancing Modern Foreign Language Teaching in the Primary Classroom contains 77 
activities for use with pupils who have been studying a new language for a while and are ready to progress 
beyond learning simple vocabulary and phrases. The fun activities will help pupils learn to manipulate the 
language, improve their decoding skills and discover how the new language functions at sentence level. Each 
activity is enjoyable and interactive, challenging children's understanding of the language and furnishing them 
with a purpose for their learning.  
With activities ranging from  

• the human alphabet  
• foreign language detectives  
• secret signal and  
• be the teacher, 

You will never be stuck for ideas. 
 
 

 


